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Vernal Poolooza 2022
A Successful Science Conference
by Jenna Odegard
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Ohio Wetlands Association’s (OWA’s) second bi-annual Vernal Poolooza
conference was a success! It took place this spring (March 24-26) at Salt Fork
State Park Lodge in Cambridge, Ohio. There were approximately 125 people
who joined across the three days, including speakers, volunteers, attendees,
and sponsors. Participants were affiliated with a variety of groups including
state or regional agencies, private businesses, county governments, colleges/
universities, or simply vernal pool enthusiasts! Attendees took part in daily
presentations focused on vernal pools and enjoyed extra networking time during
shared catered meals, field activities and evening social hours. There were
sponsors, book sellers, and a small group of poster presenters available during
the breaks.
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The formal portion of the conference on Thursday and Friday consisted
2 New Board Members
of two concurrent sessions covering topics such as ecology of vernal pools (e.g.,
plants, amphibians, macroinvertebrates), funding mechanisms, educational
resources and tours, and areas of research across the midwest. In addition, the
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conference hosted two amazing evening keynote speakers: David FitzSimmons,
Mitch’s Moonlight Memories an award-winning photographer and writer, well known for his Curious Critters
series, and Thomas Biebighauser, author, restoration expert and owner of
Wetland Restoration and Training, LLC, who has restored over 2,700 wetlands
and written, “A Guide to Creating Vernal Ponds.”
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Throughout the
conference, field trips
were offered as an
effective way to apply
and investigate some of
the concepts covered
during the conference.
These were wellattended, despite some of the rainy and chilly conditions Thursday, Friday night
and Saturday morning. Field trip options involved checking funnel traps and
searching for vernal pool dwellers, constructing a vernal pool on Salt Fork State
Park property (visit it here: 40.135528°, -81.492750°), or staying indoors at the
pop-up laboratory to gain hands-on identification experience.
Continued on Page 2
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OWA has received abundant, positive feedback that this was a worthwhile, productive, and
valuable event. In fact, everyone who took the post-conference survey agreed that participating in the
event was a good use of their time and that they learned something new that they will apply in their work,
future decisions, and/or lifestyle! Feedback received specifically mentioned appreciation for the variety of
knowledgeable presenters from diverse backgrounds providing interesting and inspiring presentations. In
addition to the presentations and hands-on field trips, (the latter which are considered the most fun way to
learn by our participants!), attendees deemed networking and connecting with people with similar passions
of vernal pools the highlight of the event.

Northern dusky salamander (Desmognathus
fuscus) found on Saturday's morning field trip

Identification laboratory session focused on vernal
macroinvertebrates, zooplankton, and amphibians

Vernal Pool construction field trip at Salt Fork Lodge, showing conditions before (left) and after (right)
Continued on Page 11

Vernal Poolooza 2022 – A Personal Account
by Tracy Crotty

I’m an Environment Educator at Greenacres Foundation, a non-profit in the Cincinnati area. I was
jazzed to see that MAD Scientist Associates was helping to organize this conference because they have
built wetlands at some of our sites. I was not around during the designing process and am not very familiar
with wetland maintenance or monitoring, so I couldn’t wait to learn more about wetlands in order to take
care of ours properly. We’ve also recently found a couple of vernal pools on our new properties, so I was
interested in learning more about the creating, repairing, and maintaining of vernal pools. And of course, as
an educator, I’m always trying to incorporate new hands-on activities into our education programming.
Vernal Poolooza really lived up to its name! I enjoyed the mix of presentations that ranged from
vernal pool basics and monitoring all the way to photography and book writing. All of the sessions were
compelling. I loved the option to choose from two sessions, but they were all so interesting, it was hard to
pick. I’m working on building activities for our new wetland program; thus, I leaned towards the education
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topics. I played a little ‘Hydropoly’ with Dennis, while Jenna and Nick helped
me brush up on my macroinvertebrate and identifying skills. I’ve heard Lisa
Rainsong’s “Nature’s Concert Halls” presentation before, but I loved it even more
that she was able to adjust it specifically and uniquely for a vernal pool choir. I
was surprised that David FitzSimmons had such a strong connection with vernal
pools. The love for his family, nature, and the passion to teach children about
nature inspired me to keep working on my children’s book.
I believe hands-on experience is the best way to learn and appreciated that
this conference offered free field trips both nights and all day Saturday. You know
you are with your people when over 30 attendees show up at 8pm (after a full day
of presentations) for the optional vernal pool field trip. We trekked through some
vernal pools with head lamps and muck boots, looking at funnel traps that MAD
Scientists had set up for us. Although I am sad that I didn’t get to see a spotted
salamander, we were able to spot some spring peepers, a red-spotted newt, egg
mass, and a giant diving beetle. One of my favorite parts was getting to design
Tracy with salamander
egg mass
and construct a vernal pool with Tom Biebighauser. We
toughed it out in the cold and snow. With a lot of help
from an excavator, math, shovels, clay ribboning, groundwater, luck, a lot of
straw, a very fun and efficient seeder, and of course with an amazing leader and
group of helpers, we were able to create a vernal pool in six hours!
I walked away from this conference with new ideas for our education
programs, new friends, and a newfound sense of how important vernal pools are
with biodiversity and the role they play with micro and macrofauna. It was nice
to dust off some of my amphibian knowledge as well as learn new tactics to help
monitor and maintain wetlands we have on site. I thoroughly enjoyed the varied
career paths that this conference drew in, all coming together to appreciate
vernal pools. I dabble in a number of roles such as environmental educator,
amateur herpetologist, nature lover, mom of two young kids, wetland and vernal
pool owner and enthusiast, and I can vouch that Vernal Poolooza will be worth
your while.

OWA Welcomes Two New Board Members!

Vernal pool exploration

The Ohio Wetlands Association is pleased to announce that we recently added two new board
members, Joyce Marzano and Laura Manns.
Joyce is a Professional Wetland Scientist and Project Manager with Environmental Design Group
in Akron, where she is responsible for a variety of environmental studies and restoration projects. She will
serve as Treasurer.
Laura is currently working
towards her 7-12 integrated science
teaching licensure. On behalf of
OWA, she is currently implementing
an Ohio EPA Environmental
Education Fund mini grant focused
on wetland curriculum program
development. This project provided
educator training in Project WET 2.0
and meets core learning standards
while also instructing students on
water quality issues currently being
addressed by our state through
H2Ohio, with an emphasis on
wetlands.
Please join us in welcoming
Joyce and Laura and thanking
them for their support of OWA.
Joyce Marzano

Laura Manns
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Mitsch’s Moonlight Memories
Move Masses
By Michael Liptak

On March 28th, Dr. William J. Mitsch gave his
final Moonlight on the Marsh seminar at Florida Gulf
Coast University’s Kapnick Education and Research
Center, located at the Naples Botanical Garden. A
lively group of over 150 friends, family, colleagues,
and current and former students attended the
90-minute lecture, in which Dr. Mitsch spoke of his
life, career, and environmental milestones in the
United States and in the world. He stated that his life
and what he fought were shaped by his experiences
with local waterways that are tied to global water
issues.
After a reception in which many old
friendships were renewed, the attendees heard Dr.
Mitsch’s valedictory lecture, titled “What I Fought
For: Memoirs of an Environmental Professor.” This
90-minute lecture covered Dr. Mitsch’s life and
career, given with his trademark humor, challenges
to conventional wisdom, and his solutions for some
of the biggest ecological problems facing the world
today. Dr. Mitsch began his lecture by thanking the
many people who have been important to him in
his life and career, including his wife, Dr. Ruthmarie
Mitsch; daughters Rebecca, Jane, and Mary; Dr. Li
Zhang, his longtime assistant director and right hand
for 20 years; advisory committee members; family,
friends, and current and former students.
As the second of seven kids growing up in
Wheeling, West Virginia, young Billy Mitsch loved
baseball, spending many hours in the baseball
diamond in his front yard with his friends and
breaking many windows in his neighbor’s house in
center field. A creek formed the third baseline, and
Bill spent a lot of time looking for baseballs in the
creek, as well as catching crayfish and cooling off
in the summer. It was there that he developed his
appreciation for aquatic ecosystems.
Bill also loved music growing up, first playing
classical piano and then playing keyboard in several
rock bands: Nobody’s Children and Savage Rose at
the University of Notre Dame and in Wheeling West
Virginia as a member of the Frantastic Emanons.
Music also played an important role in his personal
life. As a mechanical engineering student at Notre
Dame, Bill made frequent trips to Rosary College
where he wooed his future wife Ruthmarie at the
piano, playing duets like “Try a Little Tenderness.”
Just after Bill graduated from Notre Dame in
1969, the Cuyahoga River burned, which shocked
the nation and was the spark that led to the passage
of the Clean Water Act in 1972. While working for
Commonwealth Edison in Chicago, Bill happened
to be passing through town when the first Earth Day
celebration was occurring. As a result of the first
Earth Day, Bill became part of Commonwealth’s
new Environmental Affairs Department, which he
described as “the best decision I ever made, and
then when I got in, I realized I didn’t know diddly
about the environment.” So, in 1971, Bill went to the
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University
of Florida
to study
environmental
engineering
sciences.
While earning
his M.E and
Ph.D., Bill
became
a student
of Dr. H.T.
Odum, who
he described
as ”one of
the biggest
influences of
my life.”
From the University of Florida, the newly
minted Dr. William J. Mitsch became a professor at
the Illinois Institute of Chicago, where he studied
nutrient flows between the Cache River and adjacent
cypress-tupelo swamps in southern Illinois. He
then went to to the University of Louisville, and from
there to The Ohio State University, where he spent
26 years of his career. While at Ohio State, Bill
published many of his most famous books with his
long-time collaborator, Dr. Sven Erik Jorgensen. He
and his students completed research in constructed
wetlands along the Des Plaines River in northeast
Illinois. This inspired him to create a floodplain
wetland a little closer to home. In 1991, Dr. Mitsch
successfully founded the Olentangy River Wetland
Research Park, a 50-acre wetland research site and
laboratory. He worked on finding a solution to the
“dead zone” in the Gulf of Mexico and harmful algal
blooms in Lake Erie. In 2004, Dr. Mitsch and Dr.
Jorgensen were awarded the Stockholm Water Prize
for their pioneering work on ecological engineering.
In 2012, Dr. Mitsch moved to Florida to
become the Director of the Everglades Wetland
Research Park at Florida Gulf Coast University,
where he has worked on solving the nutrient
enrichment of the Florida Everglades and harmful
algal blooms in the Gulf of Mexico.
Dr. Mitsch concluded his lecture with a sobering
reflection that “our overcrowded, climatically
challenged, and poorly managed planet is now
threatened even more than it was 50 years ago.”
Wetlands are more important than ever because of
their ability to remove significant amounts of nitrogen
and phosphorus from surface water and sequester
large quantities of carbon from the atmosphere. He
concluded ”Future wetland warriors are needed now
more than ever to continue the fight. The stakes are
high. Please join me!”
The lecture ended with a standing ovation by
the audience, followed by drinks, laughter, and
conversation at The Real Macaw, a bar down the
street.
To see the full lecture on Youtube, go to https://youtu.
be/CRU7lyft8rE
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Spotlight on WetlandDependent Species:
Pied-billed Grebes

adaptive to both paddling and water take-off.
Solitary PBGs rely on dense emergent
vegetation to make their nests but require open water
to forage, hence their affinity for marshes and other
bodies of water. PBG couples prefer some separation
Common bird names have been getting a
from other nesting pairs; smaller ponds may only host
lot of attention lately. In the early days of species
one pair. PBGs will nest near other common marsh
discovery, ornithologists and naturalists would at
birds, such as Moorhens and Rails. When making a
times name birds after themselves. These names
(e.g. Wilson’s Snipe, Swainson’s Thrush, Swainson’s nest, the PBG will anchor dead aquatic vegetation to
dead reeds, sedges and cattails. This decomposing
Hawk) don’t provide much information about the
matter provides a heat source for the incubating eggs.
bird’s appearance, common location, or typical
PBGs will camouflage their foot-long nests by adding
habitat. This is not the case for the Pied-billed
material on top of their eggs.
Grebe, which takes its name from the black stripe
Once the eggs hatch, PBGs will carry their
on its otherwise whitish bill that is present during
broods
on their backs, even going so far as to dive
the breeding season. “Pied”, a word dating back
with
them.
PBGs usually lay one brood a year in
to the 1300’s, means “multi-colored”. We see it’s
Ohio
and
other
northern regions. PGB parents will
use in another common bird name, Magpie; these
feed
aquatic
insects
and snails to their chicks initially;
birds have black and white
however,
the
juveniles
are quickly self-sufficient. PBGs
plumage.
have
a
habit
of
eating
their
own feathers; researchers
Pied-billed Grebes
suspect
that
this
behavior
provides
some protection
(PBGs) are often described
to
the
stomach
lining
from
ingested
bones and shells.
as “ducklike” due to their
Juvenile
PBGs
will
eat
their
parents’
feathers as well.
size and similar diving style,
As
breeding
season
nears
its
end
in
August
and
but their bills are thick and
September,
PBGs
will
congregate
in
larger
bodies
of
more vertically oriented
water
prior
to
migration.
rather than flat. PBGs also
The presence of PBGs can be indicative of the
lack any significant tail.
health
of
a marsh. Marsh monitors will use a callback
These grebes are the most
recording
to locate the secretive birds, that tend to
abundant grebe in North
Pied-billed Grebe
spend
time
sitting in dense vegetation and are not
photo by Ray Stewart America; PGBs have similareasily
seen.
PGBs have a distinctive call: the sound
looking sexes with white undertail rump and brownish
can
be
described
as an accelerating “cuck-cuck,
overall plumage. As previously noted, the black
caw
caw”
that
sometimes
descends. PBGs can be
ring on the bill is observed during breeding season,
quite
chatty
and
are
regularly
heard throughout the
as is a black throat patch. The PBG is attuned to
breeding
season.
Look
for
PBGs
in large and heavily
life on the water, diving deep to escape predators
vegetated
wetlands
throughout
Ohio
during migration
but also exhibiting “sinking” behavior when it
season.
reduces buoyancy by expelling air from its plumage.
For more information on Pied-billed Grebes, please
PBGs have been observed swimming completely
visit odnr.gov or any ODNR site for a free Waterbirds
submerged with only their heads popping out above
of Ohio Guide. You can also find detailed information
the water. Because of the rearward positioning of
on grebes and other marsh-loving birds in John
their legs, PBGs are unable to take off flying from
Eastman’s Birds of Lake, Pond, and Marsh: Water and
land and need to get a running start over the water.
Wetland Birds of Eastern North America.
PBGs have lobed, webbed feet that are highly

The Legacy of Rick Lawrence

Rick Alan Lawrence, a long-time member of the Ohio Wetlands Association and
its predecessor Friends of WetLands (FOWL), passed away March 29th of this
year. He was a lover of nature and animals and was an avid birder. His obituary
requested that, in lieu of flowers, anyone wishing to honor his legacy donate to
OWA or to a fund to plant trees. As a result of his and his family’s wishes, OWA
received many generous donations in his memory. OWA received a total in ecess
of $1,100.00 from his friends and family, each of whom received a letter of thanks.
Many of Rick’s friends relayed Rick’s life-long passion and advocacy for the natural
world.
The Board of the OWA wishes to publicly thank all donors and especially Rick’s
widow Kristine, son Mathhew and daughter Kali for this wonderfully generous and deeply moving gesture.
OWA will use the funds judiciously, in ways that support our mission of wetland advocacy and education, to
carry on Rick’s legacy.
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Great Ohio Wetlands Visitor’s Guide
Research by Joyce Marzano

Ohio is home to numerous diverse wetlands available to the public year-round. The below is just
a smattering of wetland-dominated parks and preserves to visit, including some well-traveled destinations
and some lesser known gems. Whether you hike, picnic, bird-watch, or take in the wildflowers, these spots
are sure to inspire awe. Remember to pack your camera, binoculars, water, a favorite field guide, as well
as sunscreen and insect repellent.
#1. Irwin Prairie State Nature Preserve: The core of this 207-acre preserve is a treeless,
wetland sedge meadow – perhaps the finest remaining sedge meadow in the state. Spectacular spring
wildflowers are best viewed in July and August. Home to a 1.25 mile loop boardwalk. Owned/operated
by the Department of Natural Resources. Located at 9987 West Bancroft Street, Holland, Lucas County,
43528. Learn more at: https://ohiodnr.gov/go-and-do/plan-a-visit/find-a-property/irwin-prairie-state-naturepreserve.
#2. Burton Wetlands Nature Preserve: A 305-acre park located within the upper Cuyahoga River
watershed and includes Lake Kelso, a pristine glacier-formed kettle lake. Burton Wetlands are part of a
1,000-acre system of kettle bogs, lower slope seeps, and wet flats known as the Cuyahoga Wetlands, an
area relatively undisturbed since the last ice age. The preserve has three trails totaling 1.52 miles. Owned/
operated by Geauga Park District. Located at 15681 Old Rider Road, Burton, Geauga County, 44021.
Learn more at https://www.geaugaparkdistrict.org/park/burton-wetlands-nature-preserve/.
#3. Audubon Wetlands Preserve: This 215-acre preserve boasts a large marsh, woods,
meadows, Jerome Fork River, and over 100 acres of swamp oak maple forest. Wetlands include a sweet
flag marsh, a greater burr reed marsh, and a buttonbush marsh, home to a great many spring wildflowers.
There are scattered dry uplands throughout with a variety of wildflowers in bloom during summer and fall.
Stroll along the 300-foot boardwalk, two 0.5 mile loop trails, and a 1.5 mile loop trail. Owned/operated by
Ashland County Park District. Located at 1379 Township Road 743, Ashland, Ashland County, 44805.
Learn more at https://ashlandcountyparks.com/index.php/parks/audubon-wetlands-preserve.
#4. Zoar Wetland Arboretum: Encompasses 82-acres including a 30-acre shallow marsh and 50
acres of woodland. Volunteers maintain two miles of trails and all other interpretive features connected
to the Canal Towpath Trail, plus fishing, biking, and canoe access (no rentals). Maintained by Trustees of
the Zoar Wetland. Located at the western terminus of Lake Drive, Zoar, Tuscarawas County, 44697. Learn
more at http://www.zoarwetland.org/.
#5. Big Darby Headwaters Nature Preserve: The 1,000-acre preserve is home to wetlands
and streamside forests. See springs and small streams which feed the Big Darby Creek, one of Ohio’s
biologically diverse waterways. It has a one-way 2.6 mile round trip trail, two observations decks, and a
children’s natural play area. It is owned/operated by The Nature Conservancy. Located at 5593 Co Hwy
152, East Liberty, Logan County, 43319. Learn more at https://www.nature.org/en-us/get-involved/how-tohelp/places-we-protect/big-darby-headwaters-nature-preserve/.
#6. Gahanna Woods State Nature Preserve This 50-plus acre preserve protects a complex of
buttonbush swamps and vernal pools in an urban setting. A pin oak-silver maple swamp forest surrounds
woodland pools. Mature oak-hickory and beech-maple communities occur on the higher and drier areas
of the preserve. Numerous spring wildflowers can be found within these woods. One mile of trails. Owned/
operated by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources and City of Gahanna Parks. Located at 11699
Taylor Station Road, Gahanna, Franklin County, 43230. Learn more at https://ohiodnr.gov/go-and-do/plana-visit/find-a-property/gahanna-woods-state-nature-preserve.
#7. Beaver Creek Wetlands Reserve: The reserve houses marshes, wet prairies, woodland
pools, the Beaver Creek, restored wetlands, and an overlook. The Phillips Park and Beaver Creek Wetland
Reserve combination loop is 1.26 miles with an eastern 0.6 mile one-way spur. Owned/operated by
Greene County Parks & Trails. Access via Philips Park at 2090 Dayton-Xenia Rd, Beaver Creek, Greene
County, 45434. Learn more at https://www.gcparkstrails.com/parks/beaver-creek-wetlands-reserve/.
#8. Kinnikinnick Fen Nature Preserve: Home to a 154-acre wetland complex and fen situated
along Kinnikinnick Creek. A fen is a type of wetland fed by groundwater which is mineral rich and alkaline,
with diverse plant life adapted to the unique conditions. The preserve also features woods, oxbow
wetlands, and planted wildflower fields that were formerly agriculture. Stroll along a 1.8 mile walking path
and three observation decks. Owned/operated by Ross County Park District. Located at 550 Crouse
Chapel Rd, Chillicothe, Ross County, 45601. Learn more at https://rosscountyparkdistrict.com/kinnikinnickfen.
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Visitor’s Guide Map

The Wonder of Wetlands
By Casey Smith

Wetlands can be known by many names. Some of these are fen, swamp, marsh, or bog. No matter
what we call it, a wetland is characterized as a distinct ecosystem that is wet for at least part of the year. In
the 1700s, early settlers saw wetlands as dangerous wastelands filled with disease. Wet areas were also
difficult to travel through and made farming problematic. Because of these and other reasons, wetlands were
drained or filled. Since settlement began, 90% of Ohio’s wetlands have been destroyed.
Pumping and ditches work well for draining surface water
from wet areas, while drain tiles work to remove excess water
from below the surface. Historical records say that in 1882, the
number of acres of wetland drained in Ohio was approximately
equal to the area of land that was drained in all previous years.
Drain tiles became an important commodity. In 1882 there
were 232 tile manufacturers in Ohio. Logging, mining, and
early urban development all contributed to loss of wetlands,
but drainage for agriculture remains the primary cause.
A pair of Trumpeter Swans at Ottawa National Preservation Parks employees have unearthed countless
drain tiles when reclaiming old farm fields. In northwest Ohio
Wildlife Refuge. Photo by Ray Stewart
there used to exist a 1500 square mile wetland called the
Great Black Swamp. It was a product of the last Ice Age that ended roughly 12,000 years ago. Today, after
years of drainage, that area is some of the most productive farmland in Ohio. Of the 1500 original square
miles, approximately 75 square miles remain today.
Why should we care about the loss of Ohio’s wetlands? As a naturalist, there is a program I facilitate
Continued on Page 10
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Pachamama
by Ray Stewart

Throughout history many cultures and
religions have held that human life is sacred. This
claim has often been a push back against tyrants
whose whim could decide the life or death of
subjects with impunity. In recent centuries, Western
cultures generated a liberal philosophy during the
Age of Enlightenment that espoused representative
democracy and the rule of law. This movement
argued that people had the right of life, liberty
and property that could not be usurped by the
government. These modern ideas were advanced
by the American and French Revolutions. Gaining
strength around the world liberal democratic
nations triumphed in the world wars of the 20th
century, validating that human rights and popular
representative government would now be the norm.
In 1948 the nascent United Nations adopted
the Universal Declaration of Human rights without
dissent. Many of the principles set forth here
have been incorporated into subsequent treaties,
constitutions and human rights declarations and
translated into more than 500 languages, more than
any other document in history.

These ideas have been foundational in popular
movements like feminism, workers’ rights and the
civil rights of African Americans. Today, the logic
and humanity of this trend goes well beyond the
anti-authoritarian stance of the Enlightenment.
Major shifts in society have occurred around the
world as a result of these transformative ideas.
While there is no guarantee that human
rights will always remain as they are today,
authoritarian forces continue in many parts of the
world while, conversely, the concept of inalienable
rights expand in others. Expanding on human
rights, dynamic voices are raising the concern for
the Rights of Nature. In this philosophy, similar
to the Enlightenment, we can see that humans
are in the role of tyrant while the Earth, herself, is
oppressed. We can imagine that trees, oceans,
mountains, wetlands and all their inhabitants also
have the right to exist and thrive. This expanded
philosophy includes a holistic recognition that we
humans are inextricably intertwined with nature and
that, in the long term, humanity cannot thrive on a
planet that disregards the well-being of the systems
that support it. Even more, the Rights of Nature are
not merely an extension of human needs but are
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inalienable rights of Planet Earth herself.
If we accept this premise, then we must
accept and endow our ecosystems with the same
legal standing as citizenship under a constitution.
In this way, nature is emancipated, no longer a
possession in the traditional sense. Just as the
abolition of slavery changes the relationship among
human beings, the Rights of Nature establishes
parity among all of Earth’s inhabitants, including us.
With many indigenous cultures, the Rights of Nature
are consistent with their traditions, practices and
beliefs. Living in harmony with the ecosystems that
sustain us is not only a fundamental religious tenant
but common sense.
Ecuador, in South America, has long been
victim to foreign exploitation by multi-national

extractive industries hungry for inexpensive
resources, taking advantage of cheap labor and
political manipulation. Agricultural monopolies,
mining and petroleum interests from the United
States and elsewhere have leveraged their
positions in pursuit of corporate profit. These
practices have often left impoverished communities,
scarred landscapes and expansive pollution. In
2008, Ecuador became the first nation to create
a new constitution with vast popular support that
gives Nature, including air, water, forests and
mountains legally enforceable rights to “exist,
flourish and evolve”. The first article of the “Rights
of Nature” chapter in Ecudor’s constitution reads:
“Nature or Pachamama, where life is reproduced
and exists, has the right to exist, persist, maintain
and regenerate its vital cycles, structure, functions
and its process in evolution. Every person, people,
community or nationality, will be able to demand
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the recognition of rights for nature before the public
bodies.”
Article One references “Pachamama” and
equates it with Nature. In the indigenous Inca
cosmology “Pachamama” is an Earth Mother
goddess with powers of fertility and agriculture.
After 500 years of western influence, the concept of
Pachamama as a generous and benevolent spirit
is still strong throughout Andean cultures. This
inspiration has spread well beyond Ecuador and
the Andean realm in the 21st century. Enshrined in
constitutional law the “Rights of Nature” are now
also embraced by Columbia, Bolivia, New Zealand
and India.
The conviction of the Rights of Nature has
taken hold in the United Nations (UN) as well. As a
precedent,
in 1982, the
UN General
Assembly
adopted
the World
Charter for
Nature. It
says in part
that: All of
“mankind
is part of
nature and
that life
depends
on the
uninterrupted functioning of natural systems which
ensure the supply of energy and nutrients”. And
it declares that “...every form of life is unique,
warranting respect regardless of its worth to man…”
And, also that “Nature shall be respected and its
essential processes shall not be impaired”.
Beginning in 2012, the UN has mandated
an examination of the intersection of human rights
and the environment. Its purpose is to examine
the human rights obligations relating to the
enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable
environment and to promote best practices of the
use of human rights in environmental policy making.
Is it such a stretch of the imagination to include nonhuman entities under the umbrella with humanity
with the notion of inherent rights? We have wildlife
laws that restrict hunting and fishing to times,
amounts and methods of taking. We have narrow
lists of what can be considered a pet for human
companionship and how they should be treated.
There are endangered species at the federal and
state-wide level that determine how their habitats
are managed for their preservation. These policies
all imply certain rights on non-human species.
In 2018 the UN continued to advance the
relationship between humans and Earth through

Resolutions on Harmony with Nature proclaiming
(among other things) that April 22 is International
Mother Earth Day. It states that “...Devising a
new world will require a new relationship with the
Earth and with humankind’s own existence”. For
most western cultural and especially industrialized
societies there is a need to “... define this newly
found relationship based on a non-anthropocentric
relationship with Nature”.
Here in Ohio we have seen these Rights
of Nature principles applied as well. Toledo in
Northwest Ohio responded to Lake Erie algae
blooms with a “Lake Erie Bill of Rights” in 2019.
This is the first rights-based legislation aimed at
protecting a whole US ecosystem: the lake, its
tributaries, and the many species that live there.
But in 2020, a federal court struck it down. While
unsuccessful in the short run, similar movements
are taking hold in communities elsewhere. The legal
doctrine of environmental personhood is evolving.
Legal personhood of ecosystems can extend
protections based on intrinsic values, not simply for
their presumed value to humankind.
In that manner, the Society of Wetland
Scientists, The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands,
Wetlands International and others have proposed
a Universal Declaration of the Rights of Wetlands.
Recognition of these rights supports those
ecosystem services that wetlands provide, not just
to humans, but, also to other life on Earth. World
scientists have warned that biodiversity loss along
with climate destabilization have exacerbated
wetland loss constituting a global emergency. The
Declaration asserts that wetlands have the following
rights:
• ecological sustainability;
• climatic conditions;
• naturally occurring biodiversity;
• regeneration and restoration;
• integrity of structure, function and 		
evolutionary processes;
• fulfillment of natural ecological roles in the 		
Earth’s processes; and
• freedom from pollution and degradation.
The goal to achieve social justice, diversity,
equity and inclusion must include the rights of
nature. It is clear that, to date, environmental
regulations by themselves have not been sufficient
to uphold even existing rights. Natural services
are in decline domestically and globally. Pollution,
loss of biodiversity, and climate change continue to
advance despite decades of efforts to mitigate their
advances. Imagine the case law that will emerge
when Nature, like a citizen, has a seat at the table.
Imagine if:
• the Everglades were a plaintiff in a
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proceeding against the engineers and the
polluters that despoil this world heritage
site?
• the Great Barrier Reef on Australia’s east
coast had standing to sue those
responsible for coral bleaching?
• the Amazon Rain Forest had its day in
court for the untold number of species that
are now or will soon face extinction at the
hand of human enterprise?
Emerging from the headwaters of the Amazon Basin in the western lowlands of Ecuador, the
Pachamama Alliance reaches globally with “...programs to integrate Indigenous wisdom with modern
knowledge to support personal, and collective, transformation that is the catalyst to bringing forth an
environmentally sustainable, spiritually fulfilling, socially just human presence on this planet”.
It is imperative that we find innovative and transformational approaches to law, science and policy
to rescue our “Spaceship Earth” from a foreseeable and avoidable hard landing.

The Wonder of Wetlands Continued from Page 7

where we talk about wetland metaphors. Objects are pulled from a bag and participants guess how it
relates to a wetland. How is a wetland like a sponge? Wetlands can store floodwater, releasing it slowly
back into the environment. This helps to lessen the effects of flooding. With 90% of Ohio’s historic wetlands
gone, flood damage has increased. A wetland is like a pillow in that is acts as a resting place for countless
species of migratory birds. How is a wetland like a cradle? It provides a nursery that shelters, protects,
and feeds young wildlife. This doesn’t just apply to Ohio. Having spent time working in southeast Georgia,
I can tell you that coastal marshes are important breeding grounds for commercial fish and shellfish.
Shrimp caught in coastal Georgia are said to taste sweeter because they grow up among the marsh grass,
Spartina alterniflora, which is related to sugar cane. Some species of migratory birds are solely dependent
on certain wetlands for breeding and would become extinct if those wetlands ceased to exist. A wetland
acts as a filter, naturally filtering impurities from water. A box of cereal shows us that wetlands provide food
for wildlife and for humans. This simplified activity teaches us so much about the importance of wetlands.
The past was a time of exploration, exploitation, and unforeseen consequences. Today, we know
better. Today we can work to protect areas like wetlands, not just because we like them, or we think we
should, but because they are scientifically shown to improve our quality of life. Government agencies and
private organizations are now working to restore wetlands, educate about their importance, and protect
existing wetlands from further destruction. Wetlands should be held in the same regard as rain forests and
coral reefs. They provide natural water quality improvement, opportunities for recreation, flood protection,
food, erosion control, and breeding grounds for vulnerable species. Do your part to help protect wetlands
by limiting or eliminating your use of chemicals in your yard or garden, reducing pollution, purchasing
sustainable products and recycling what you can, educating yourself, and volunteering to help wetland
restoration projects in your area.
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Summer 2022
We look forward to our next Vernal Poolooza conference in 2024 at a location that is yet to be determined. If
you have a good idea for a venue or would like to be on the planning committee, feel free to reach out to us
at OWA. Otherwise, please keep an eye on the Ohio Vernal Pools Network Facebook page and upcoming
OWA newsletters for future updates!

Corbin Binkley at vernal pool construction site

Dusky Salamander in hand

Ray Stewart presenting the iNaturalist module

Vernal pool observers on filed trip

Wetland Science Conference Agenda
Brought to you by Ohio Wetlands Association
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